Flynn of Cardinal And Gray Loses Decision After Reaching Finals

Penna State and the United States Naval Academy divided the honors at the Intercollegiate boxing championships held Saturday at Syracuse, when both teams finished with three individual winners. The midday bout had things entirely their own way in the lighter crowds, but in the heavy classes the Pennsylvanians proved too strong. Flynn had one individual winner, while Flynn, the Cardinal and Gray's last survivor was eliminated by the decision of the referee after fighting the full fifteen rounds in the final.

With the elimination of Captain Wol- ley from the semifinals at the 135-pound class, the hopes of the Bearcats were disappointed. Their card was down to three, and the destruction was mostly complete.

Coach V'Eliscue of the University of Pennsylvania and Dr. Rowe of the Navy, will be devoted to the considerations of the team's problems for the remainder of the regular season.

 Coach Haines and Dr. Rowe meet Navy on April 15 as the Engineers. The varsity crew contains only two veterans Captain Knight 7, Zurwell 8, and Cook cox. Captain Knight 7, Zurwell 8, and Cook cox.

Competency has been shown by both at Vassar, but it should be a telling test of quality competition which will be devoted to the considerations of the team's problems for the remainder of the regular season.
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Looking ahead to the full season it appears that Dr. Hopkins of Dartmouth appears to be a logical contender for the 175 title.

Phyllis Fowles Editor

NAVY AND PENN STATE BOXERS TRIUMPH

Varsity Oarsmen Lose to Jayvees

In Time Trials
Coach Haines and Dr. Rowe Prepared With Crews' Performance
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